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Abstract Meta-learning offers the poten-

tial of extending the capabilities of cur-

rent learning algorithms by making their

mechanism flexible according to the domain

or task under study. An impediment to

move forward in this direction is that no

clear consensus exists on the exact mean-

ing of the term meta-learning; different re-

search groups hold different views. This

paper proposes a perspective view of meta-

learning in which the central goal is to build

self-adaptive learners, namely learning al-

gorithms that improve through experience

by changing their bias dynamically. We

propose a general framework addressing the

problem of how to build self-adaptive learn-

ers, and show research directions that high-

light the challenges lying in front of us to

reach such goal.

keywords: inductive learning, classification, meta-
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1 Introduction

Inductive learning, or classification, takes place
when a learner or classifier (e.g., decision tree,
neural network, support vector machine) is ap-
plied to some data to produce a hypothesis ex-
plaining a target concept; the search for a good
hypothesis depends on the fixed bias [7] em-
bedded by the learner. The algorithm is said
to be able to learn because the quality of the
hypothesis normally improves with an increas-
ing number of examples. Nevertheless, since

the bias of the learner is fixed, successive ap-
plications of the algorithm over the same data
always produces the same hypothesis, indepen-
dently of performance; no knowledge is com-
monly extracted across domains or tasks [8].

In contrast, meta-learning studies how the
hypothesis output by a learner can improve
through experience. The goal is to understand
how learning itself can become flexible accord-
ing to the domain or task under study. Meta-
learning differs from base-learning in the scope
of the level of adaptation: meta-learning stud-
ies how to choose the right bias dynamically, as
opposed to base-learning where the bias is fixed

a priori, or user-parameterized. The goal is to
discover ways of dynamically searching for the
best learning strategy as the number of tasks
increases [11, 9]. Hence, meta-learning advo-
cates the need for continuous adaptation of the
learner. If a learner fails to perform efficiently,
one would expect the learning mechanism it-
self to adapt in case the same task is presented
again. Learning can then take place not only
at the example (i.e., base) level, but also at the
across-task (i.e., meta) level.

Despite the promising research direction of-
fered by meta-learning, no apparent consensus
exists of what is meant by such term. Ex-
amples of different views abound: building a
meta-learner of base-learners [2], selecting in-
ductive biases dynamically [3], building meta-
rules matching task properties with algorithm
performance [4], inductive transfer and learn-
ing to learn [8], learning classifier systems [5],
etc. After addressing some common views of



meta-learning, this paper proposes a perspec-
tive view where the main goal is to build a
self-adaptive learner that improves its induc-
tive bias through experience. We propose a
general framework to build self-adaptive learn-
ers, and delineate research directions that ad-
dress the challenges lying in front of us to reach
such goal.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives definitions and background information
on classification. Section 3 provides our own
perspective view of the nature and potential
avenues of research in meta-learning. Finally,
Section 4 ends with a summary and conclu-
sions.

2 Preliminaries

Our study is centered on the classification
problem exclusively. The problem is to learn
how to assign the correct class to each of a set
of different objects (i.e., events, situations). A
learning algorithm L is first trained on a set
of pre-classified examples Ttrain : {(X̃i, ci)}

m
i=1

.
Each object X̃ is a vector in an n-dimensional
feature space, X̃ = (X1, X2, · · · , Xn). Each fea-
ture Xk can take on a different number of val-
ues. X̃i is labeled with class ci according to an
unknown target function F , F (X̃i) = ci (we as-
sume a deterministic target function, i.e., zero-
Bayes risk) . In classification, each ci takes
one of a fixed number of categorical values.
Ttrain will consist of independently and iden-
tically distributed (i.i.d.) examples obtained
according to a fixed but unknown joint prob-
ability distribution Φ in the space of possible
feature-vectors X . The goal in classification
is to produce a hypothesis h that best approxi-
mates F , namely that minimizes a loss function
(e.g., zero-one loss) in the input-output space,
X × C, according to distribution Φ.

Classification begins when learning algo-
rithm L receives as input a training set Ttrain

and conducts a search over a hypothesis space

HL until it finds a hypothesis hL ∈ HL, that ap-
proximates the true function F . Thus a learn-
ing algorithm L maps a training set into a hy-

pothesis, L : T → HL, where T is the space
of all training sets of size m. The selected hy-
pothesis hL can then be used to guess the class
of unseen examples.

Learning algorithm L embeds a set of as-
sumptions, or bias, that affects the learning
process in two ways: it restricts the nature and
size of the hypothesis space HL, and it imposes
an ordering or ranking Υ over all hypotheses
in HL. The bias of a learning algorithm LA is
stronger than the bias of another learning al-
gorithm LB if the size of the hypothesis space
considered by LA is smaller than the size of
the hypothesis space considered by LB (i.e., if
|HLA

| ≤ |HLB
|). In this case, the bias embed-

ded by LA conveys more extra-evidential infor-
mation [12] than the bias in LB, which enables
us to narrow down the number of candidate
hypotheses estimating the true target concept
F . We say the bias of a learning algorithm is
correct if the target concept is contained in the
hypothesis space (i.e., if F ∈ H). An incor-
rect bias precludes finding a perfect estimate
to target concept F .

3 A Perspective View

In base-learning, the hypothesis space HL of a
learning algorithm L is fixed. Applying a deci-
sion tree, neural network, or a support vector
machine over some data produces a hypothe-
sis that depends on the fixed bias embedded
by the learner. If we represent the space of all
possible learning tasks1 as S, then algorithm
L can learn efficiently over a limited region RL

in S that favors the bias embedded in L; algo-
rithm L can never be made to learn efficiently
over all tasks in S as long as its bias remains
fixed [10, 13]. One may rightly argue that the
space of all tasks contains many random in-
stances; failing to learn over those instances
carries in fact no negative consequences. For
this reason, we will assume RL belongs to a

1Let a learning task be a 3-tuple, (F, m, Φ), com-
prising a target concept F , a training-set size m, and a
sample distribution Φ from which the examples in the
training set are drawn.
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Figure 1: Each learning algorithm covers a region of (structured) tasks favored by its bias. Task
T1 is best learned by algorithm LA, T2 is best learned by algorithm LB, whereas T3 is best learned
by both LA and LB. Task T4 lies outside the scope of LA and LB.

subset of structured tasks, Sstruct ⊂ S, where
each task is non-random and can be ascribed
a low degree of complexity (e.g., Kolmogorov
complexity [6]).

One goal in meta-learning is to learn what
causes L to dominate in region RL. The prob-
lem can be decomposed in two parts: 1) de-
termine the properties of the tasks in RL that
make L suitable for such region, and 2) de-
termine the properties of L (i.e., what are the
components embedded in algorithm L and how
they interact with each other) that contribute
to dominate in RL. A solution to the prob-
lem above would provide guidelines for choos-
ing the right algorithm on a particular task.
As illustrated in Figure 1, each task Ti may lie
inside or outside the region that favors the bias
embedded by a learning algorithm L. In Fig-
ure 1, task T1 is best learned by algorithm LA

because it lies within the region RLA
. Sim-

ilarly, T2 is best learned by algorithm LB,
whereas T3 is best learned by both LA and
LB. A solution to the meta-learning problem
can indicate how to match learning algorithms
with task properties, in this way yielding a
principled approach to the dynamic selection
of learning algorithms.

In addition, meta-learning can solve the
problem of learning tasks lying outside the
scope of available learning algorithms. As
shown in Figure 1, task T4 lies outside the re-

gions of both LA and LB. If LA and LB are
the only available algorithms at hand, task T4

is prone to receive a poor concept estimation.
One approach to solve the problem above is to
use a meta-learner to combine the predictions
of base-learners in order to shift the dominant
region over the task under study. In Figure 1,
the goal would be to embed the meta-learner
with a bias favoring a region of tasks that in-
cludes T4.

3.1 Self-Adaptive Learners

The combination of base-learners by a meta-
learner offers no guarantee of covering every
possible (structured) task of interest. We claim
a potential avenue of research in meta-learning
is to provide the foundations to construct self-
adaptive learning algorithms that change their
internal mechanism according to the task un-
der analysis. In Figure 1, this would mean en-
abling a learning algorithm to move along the
space of structured concepts Sstruct until the
algorithm learns to cover the task under study.
We assume this can be achieved through the
continuous accumulation of meta-knowledge
indicating the most appropriate form of bias
for each different task. Beginning with no ex-
perience, the learning algorithm would initially
use a fixed form of bias to approximate the tar-
get concept. As more tasks are observed, how-
ever, the algorithm would be able to use the ac-
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Figure 2: A flow diagram of a self-adaptive learner.

cumulated meta-knowledge to change its own
bias according to the characteristics of each
task. This is one kind of life-long learning [11].

Figure 2 is a (hypothetical) flow diagram of
a self-adaptive learner. The input and out-
put components to the system are a training
set and a hypothesis respectively. Each time
a hypothesis is produced, a performance as-
sessment component evaluates its quality. The
resulting information becomes a new entry in
a performance table; an entry contains a vec-
tor of meta-features characterizing the training
set, and the bias employed by the algorithm
if the quality of the hypothesis exceeds some
acceptable threshold. We assume the self-
adaptive learner embeds a meta-learner that
takes as input the performance table and gen-
erates a set of rules of experience (i.e., meta-
hypothesis) mapping any training set into a
form of bias. The lack of rules of experience at
the beginning of the learner’s life would force
the mechanism to use a fixed form of bias. But
as more training sets are observed, we expect
the expertise of the meta-learner to dominate
in deciding which form of bias best suits the
characteristics of the training set.

The self-adaptive learner described in Fig-
ure 2 poses major challenges to the meta-
learning community. We provide our own view
of possible research directions addressing these
challenges.

3.1.1 The Quality of Bias

First, how can we assess the quality of a hy-
pothesis?, or how can we assess the quality
of the bias employed by the the learning al-
gorithm? To answer these questions, assume
the bias of learner L, BL, is fully specified by
a two-tuple BL = (HL, Υ), where HL is the
hypothesis space from which L must select a
hypothesis hL, and Υ specifies an ordering of
all hypotheses in HL given a training set Ttrain.
In base-learning, BL is fixed: learner L is de-
signed to choose the hypothesis hL ∈ HL with
best ranking according to Υ after looking at
Ttrain (a sub-optimal search strategy might fail
to find the hypothesis with best-ranking as a
trade-off for efficiency due to the size of HL). A
self-adaptive learner cannot assume BL fixed;
the bias must be flexible according to the char-
acteristics of the task under study. Hence, an
adaptive learner must be able to search among
different families of hypothesis spaces {Hi} and
different orderings {Υi}.

Now, if we had a way to measure the dis-
tance between pairs of hypothesis spaces and
pairs of hypothesis orderings, then the qual-
ity of the learning bias could be defined as a
function of these distance measures. In other
words, the quality of the output of an adaptive
learner depends on the proximity of the hy-
pothesis space and hypothesis ordering to the
true target values. Currently, meta-learning
lacks any theory pointing in this direction.

One last observation is necessary. Since the



training set is sampled according to a distri-
bution Φ, one may try to obtain the expected
values of these distances by averaging over dif-
ferent training sets of size m according to Φ. In
addition, if there is a probability distribution
from which the hypothesis spaces are drawn,
then one may try to average over different hy-
pothesis spaces of same size according to such
distribution [1].

To conclude, the challenge lies on defining
the distance between pairs of hypothesis spaces
and hypothesis orderings. Measures like pre-
dictive accuracy or ROC-curves convey almost
no information about these distances.

Relevant Meta-Features

Second, how can we characterize a domain in
terms of relevant meta-features? Ultimately
a task is well characterized by the probability
distribution of class labels in the input-output
space. Since we assume here a deterministic
target function (i.e., zero-Bayes risk), each ex-
ample is assumed to have a unique class with
probability one. In this case it is the distribu-
tion Φ from which the examples are drawn that
dictates the distribution of class labels2. For
example, one distribution may produce dense
clusters of positive and negative examples sep-
arated by regions of (almost) empty space; an-
other distribution may produce clusters with
a mixed proportion of classes, namely clusters
of class-uniform examples that often intersect,
which complicates leaning.

The challenge lies on defining meta-features
identifying the nature of Φ. We believe meta-
features must be closely related to the mecha-
nism of L, such that no universal way of defin-
ing Φ exists. A characterization of Φ relevant
to the performance of a learning algorithm L is
intimately related to the mechanism of L, i.e.,
to the bias of L.

For example, assume a target concept F in

2A probabilistic estimation of the target function
would be necessary if Bayes risk is not zero. In that
case an example would be assigned a class with certain
probability according to a fixed but unknown probabil-
ity distribution over the input-output space.

which the boundaries between regions of class-
uniform examples are not linear. We know ap-
plying a linear discriminant L over training set
Ttrain is prone to produce a poor estimate of
F . The question is how can we characterize Φ
from Ttrain and L to determine the situations
in which L will fail giving good approximations
to F? To answer this question, let us assume
we have a means to measure the distance be-
tween two hypothesis. Let h∗ be the hypothesis
output by L in the space of linear-discriminant
hypotheses. Let d(h∗, F ), be the distance be-
tween h∗ and target function F . Our goal is to
find meta-features characterizing Φ that show
strong correlation with d(h∗, F ). We need to
know how far or close is L to learning F effi-
ciently. In our example of linear discriminants,
a candidate meta-feature can be set to mea-
sure how far is a decision boundary from linear-
ity. Such meta-feature by itself may be difficult
to define; we believe, however, that the major
challenges lie on defining a distance-metric be-
tween pairs of hypotheses, and on defining rel-
evant meta-features that depend on Φ as much
as L.

Flexibility at the Meta-Level

Finally, one must be aware of a problem re-
lated to the flexibility embedded by the self-
adaptive learner of Figure 2: whereas the bias
is now selected dynamically, the meta-learner
is not self-adaptive and employs a fixed form
of bias. The meta-learner in Figure 2 takes as
input a performance table where each example
contains a vector of meta-features and a label
or class corresponding to the bias employed by
the base algorithm. Clearly the meta-learner
can be seen as a learning algorithm too, but
lacking the adaptability ascribed to the base
learner. Ideally we would like the meta-learner
to be self-adaptive, that is able to improve
through experience. One solution could be to
continue with the same logical fashion as in
Figure 2, and define a meta-meta-learner help-
ing the meta-learner improve through experi-
ence. The problem, however, does not disap-
pear because the meta-meta learner would ex-



hibit a fixed form of bias. The challenge lies
on how to stop the apparently infinite chain of
meta-learners needed to achieve complete flex-
ibility in the selection of bias.

To solve this problem, we suggest a scenario
in which two self-adaptive learners act as meta-
learners for each other. We envision a self-
adaptive learner working in two modes: the
normal mode, in which the learner improves
through the accumulation of meta-knowledge
as described in Section 3.1 (Figure 2), and a
meta-learning mode in which the learner plays
the role of a meta-learner for the other learner.
At a fixed point in time, the two self-adaptive
learners work on different modes: while one
works on normal mode, the other must work
on meta-learning mode helping the other im-
prove through experience. Each learner would
then exhibit full flexibility in the dynamic se-
lection of bias.

Clearly the solution above overlooks an as-
sortment of implementation details. Our goal
is simply to point to promising research direc-
tions that can bring the construction of self-
adaptive learners into reality. The sections de-
scribed above provide interesting goals that we
hope will stimulate the research community to
contribute to the field of meta-learning.

4 Conclusions

Despite many different views currently active
in meta-learning, no apparent consensus exists
of what is meant by such term. This paper
outlines a perspective view of meta-learning in
which the goal is to build self-adaptive learners
that improve their bias dynamically according
to the characteristics of the domain under anal-
ysis. We believe such view can unify current
efforts, leading them in a promising direction.

The construction of self-adaptive learners
poses major challenges to the research com-
munity. This paper highlights several of those
challenges and provides suggestions on possi-
ble research avenues. For example, how can
we assess if the bias adopted by a learning al-
gorithm suits the domain under analysis?, or

how can we construct relevant meta-features
to characterize a domain?. Our analysis un-
veils the importance of having a metric over
the space of hypotheses, the space of families
of hypotheses, and the space of hypothesis or-
derings (Section 3.1.1 and Section 3.1.1). Such
metrics can tell us how far or close is our final
estimation to the true target function. Unfor-
tunately, few has been done in this area [14];
future work will investigate plausible models
for this type of metrics.

Finally, a major challenge in the construc-
tion of self-adaptive learners is how to incor-
porate a flexible bias in both the base-learner
and the meta-learner (Section 3.1.1). Adding
meta-learners on top of existing ones does not
eliminate the problem as long as there is at
least one meta-learner having a fixed form of
bias. Future work will explore how to make two
self-adaptive learners serve as meta-learners for
each other, in this way ensuring full flexibility
in the dynamic selection of bias.
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